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Surface grinding 
Surface grinding is used to produce a smooth finish on flat surfaces. It is a widely used abrasive 

machining process in which a spinning wheel covered in rough particles (grinding wheel) cuts 

chips of metallic or nonmetallic substance from a workpiece, making a face of it flat or smooth. 

Process 

Surface grinding is the most common of the grinding operations. It is a finishing process that 

uses a rotating abrasive wheel to smooth the flat surface of metallic or nonmetallic materials to 

give them a more refined look by removing the oxide layer and impurities on work piece 

surfaces. This will also attain a desired surface for a functional purpose. 

The surface grinder is composed of an abrasive wheel, a workholding device known as a chuck, 

and a reciprocating or rotary table. The chuck holds the material in place while it is being worked 

on. It can do this one of two ways: ferromagnetic pieces are held in place by a magnetic chuck, 

while non-ferromagnetic and nonmetallic pieces are held in place by vacuum or mechanical 

means. A machine vise (made from ferromagnetic steel or cast iron) placed on the magnetic 

chuck can be used to hold non-ferromagnetic workpieces if only a magnetic chuck is available. 

Factors to consider in surface grinding are the material of the grinding wheel and the material of 

the piece being worked on. 

Typical workpiece materials include cast iron and mild steel. These two materials don't tend to 

clog the grinding wheel while being processed. Other materials are aluminum, stainless steel, 

brass and some plastics. When grinding at high temperatures, the material tends to become 

weakened and is more inclined to corrode. This can also result in a loss of magnetism in 

materials where this is applicable. 

The grinding wheel is not limited to a cylindrical shape and can have a myriad of options that are 

useful in transferring different geometries to the object being worked on. Straight wheels can be 

dressed by the operator to produce custom geometries. When surface grinding an object, one 

must keep in mind that the shape of the wheel will be transferred to the material of the object like 

a reverse image. 

Spark out is a term used when precision values are sought and literally means "until the sparks 

are out (no more)". It involves passing the workpiece under the wheel, without resetting the 

depth of cut, more than once and generally multiple times. This ensures that any inconsistencies 

in the machine or workpiece are eliminated. 
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Cylindrical grinder 
 

The cylindrical grinder is a type of grinding machine used to shape the outside of an object. 

The cylindrical grinder can work on a variety of shapes, however the object must have a central 

axis of rotation. This includes but is not limited to such shapes as a cylinder, an ellipse, a cam, or 

a crankshaft.  

Cylindrical grinding is defined as having four essential actions: 

1. The work (object) must be constantly rotating 

2. The grinding wheel must be constantly rotating 

3. The grinding wheel is fed towards and away from the work 

4. Either the work or the grinding wheel is traversed with respect to the other. 

While the majority of cylindrical grinders employ all four movements, there are grinders that 

only employ three of the four actions.  

Types 

There are five different types of cylindrical grinding: outside diameter (OD) grinding, inside 

diameter (ID) grinding, plunge grinding, creep feed grinding, and centerless grinding. 

Outside diameter grinding 

OD grinding is grinding occurring on external surface of an object between the centers. The 

centers are end units with a point that allow the object to be rotated. The grinding wheel is also 

being rotated in the same direction when it comes in contact with the object. This effectively 

means the two surfaces will be moving opposite directions when contact is made which allows 

for a smoother operation and less chance of a jam up. 

Inside diameter grinding 

ID grinding is grinding occurring on the inside of an object. The grinding wheel is always 

smaller than the width of the hole being ground. The object is held in place by a collet, which 

also rotates the object in place. Just as with OD grinding, the grinding wheel and the object 

rotated in opposite directions giving reversed direction contact of the two surfaces where the 

grinding occurs. See also ID Grinding. 

Plunge grinding 

A form of OD grinding, however the major difference is that the grinding wheel makes 

continuous contact with a single point of the object instead of traversing the object. 

Creep feed grinding 

Creep Feed is a form of grinding where a full depth of cut is removed in a single pass of the 

wheel. Successful operation of this technique can reduce manufacturing time by 50%, but often 

the grinding machine being used must be designed specifically for this purpose. This form occurs 

in both cylindrical and surface grinding. 
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Centerless grinding 

Centerless grinding is a form of grinding where there is no collet or pair of centers holding the 

object in place. Instead, there is a regulating wheel positioned on the opposite side of the object 

to the grinding wheel. A work rest keeps the object at the appropriate height but has no bearing 

on its rotary speed. The workblade is angled slightly towards the regulating wheel, with the 

workpiece centerline above the centerlines of the regulating and grinding wheel; this means that 

high spots do not tend to generate corresponding opposite low spots, and hence the roundness of 

parts can be improved. Centerless grinding is much easier to combine with automatic loading 

procedures than centered grinding; throughfeed grinding, where the regulating wheel is held at a 

slight angle to the part so that there is a force feeding the part through the grinder, is particularly 

efficient. 
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